relexa hotel Berlin
Anhalter Straße 8-9
10963 Berlin
Phone +49 30 26483 0
E-mail: Berlin@relexa-hotel.de

Location and directions by car and train at a glance
Short distances
Within walking distance are:
"Potsdamer Platz", "Brandenburg Gate" , the
parliament, the "Friedrichstraße" and various
federal ministries.
By Taxi it takes a few minutes to shopping blvd.
"Kurfürstendamm", to the central station or
to the famous area "Alexanderplatz".
You can reach us easily by suburban train (S1, S2
stop: "Anhalter Bahnhof"), subway (U2 stop:
"Potsdamer Platz", U6 stop: "Kochstraße") and by
busses no. M19 and M41.
Airport Berlin Tegel (TXL):
Fair / conferences:
Central station:

13 km
11 km
3,2 km

By car
From the North/Hamburg (highway A 24):
Via highway A 24 at interchange "Havelland"
on "Berliner Ring" A 10 towards Berlin. Exit at
junction "Oranienburg" on highway A 111
towards berlin center. Change to highway
A 105 connection point "Seidelstraße". At the
cross "Reinickendorf", exit "Wedding" - drive
half left to "Kurt-Schuhmacher-Damm". Turn
right into "Kapweg". Turn right again into
"Scharnweberstraße/Müllerstraße" (B 96).
Turning into the tunnel "Tiergartentunnel" (B 96) and follow the road. Turn left into the road "Schöneberger Ufer".
At "Schöneberger Straße" turn left and follow the road until "Anhalter Straße". The hotel is located on the right hand side.
From the West/ Hanover (highway A 2) and from South-West Leipzig/ Nuremberg (highway A 9):
At highway A 2 change from junction "Werder" to highway A 10 and change at junction "Nuthetal" from the highway A 10
onto highway A 115 towards "Berlin-Zehlendorf", "Berlin-Zentrum". At junction "Funkturm / AS Messedamm Nord" you have to
change from A 115 to A 100 direction "Dresden, Schönefeld, Schöneberg". Leave the A 100 at connection point "Tempelhofer Damm"
and turn left into the road "Tempelhofer Damm" (B 96). Follow the road "Mehringdamm" onto the road "Wilhelmstraße".
Turn left into "Anhalter Straße". The hotel is located on the left hand side.
From the East/ Frankfurt Oder (highway A 12) and from the South-East/ Dresden (highway A 13):
Drive onto highway A 133 at cross "Schönefelder Kreuz" towards berlin city center. At connection point "Buschkrugallee" you have
to drive onto the highway A 100. Exit A 100 at "Tempelhofer Damm" and turn left into the road "Tempelhofer Damm" (B 96).
Follow the road "Mehringdamm" onto the road "Wilhelmstraße". The hotel is located on the left hand side.
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Please note, the hotel is situated in the green zone since 2008. In order to drive in this environmental zone
you need to have an according badge.

By train
The hotel nearest train station is Berlin Central Station. From here you can reach us by bus. Leave the station
via the exit "Europaplatz". Compared to this exit the bus station is situated on the other side of the street.
Take advantage of the bus line M41 towards "Sonnenallee/Baumschulenstraße" and drive until stop "Anhalter Bahnhof".
Travel time is about 10 minutes.
Alternatively, take the suburban train from the main station to "Friedrichstraße" (lines S3 "Erkner", S5 "Strausberg Nord",
S7 "Ahrensfelde" and S75 "Wartenberg" ). At station "Friedrichstraße" you arrive on the top platform. Go fully down to the
basement and continue with one of the following trains to "Anhalter Bahnhof": S1 "Wannsee", S2 "Blankenfelde", S75 "Teltow
Stadt". Travel time is about 15 minutes. A taxi takes about 10 minutes to us. The fare is approximately 9,00 €.
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Book our Event Ticket with "Deutsche Bahn" (german train) - it allows travelling for 99 € per person (return journey)
across germany!

...pleasant journey!

